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FREE
PROJECT

SHEET

TWO PEAS BFF CHARM
SUPPLIES & TOOLS

INSTRUCTIONS

• Green Hearty Clay #30030919
• Yellow Hearty Clay #77856021
• White Hearty Clay #30006454
• Hearty Clay Color Scale Tool #30227059
• Tacky Glue #1360916

Optional:
• Clear Acrylic Varnish
• Bamboo Skewer

NOTE: You can also use all white Hearty clay for all the pieces and paint them
with acrylic paint for the colors.
To store any unused Hearty clay - First, push any air out of the clay packaging, tape the 
package opening closed and/or wrap in clear food wrap before putting in an airtight container.

1. Using the Hearty Clay Color Scale tool. 
Measure out:
“E” portion of Green Hearty Clay 
“G” portion of White Hearty Clay
“G” portion of Yellow Hearty Clay

NOTE: You can also use white clay for all the 
pieces and paint them with acrylic paint.

3. Measure out two “G” portions from the 
bright green you just made. Roll each into a 
ball for the peas.

5. Take an “H” portion of Green Hearty Clay 
and roll into a ball then flatten into a large 
leaf shape about 2-1/2 in. long.

2. Mix all three clay colors together until you 
get a nice bright green.

4. Use the end of a bamboo skewer or 
the Color Scale Pick to make two small 
indentions on each pea for the eyes.

Optional: You can add in small black seed 
beads or dip dot black acrylic paint to make 
the eyes stand out more. Let dry.

6. Place the two peas in the center of the 
leaf/pod. Use a little Tacky Glue if needed to 
hold the peas in place.
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7. Bring up the edges of the leaf and wrap 
around the peas, shaping it into the pod. 
Pinch the two ends to hold close.
You can add curly vines to the pod as well by 
curling skinny long logs of clay. Let clay dry.

Optional: Brush a coat of clear acrylic varnish 
over the piece and let dry.

8. There are many ways to use your finished 
pea pod.  You can decorate a frame, a trinket 
box or add a magnet on the back, etc.

INSTRUCTIONS (continued)


